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A TRIANGULATION SURVEY
For a Tunnel at Niagara.

By C. H.

i\l!T CHELL,

G rad . S.P.S.

lVIR. PRESIDENT AND GENTLEMEN :

You ng engin eers arc ge nerally led to look upon a triangul ation survey
as something belongi ng to the highest sphere of mathematical surveying
a nd practice. A so -called "triangulati on survey " is generally shadowed
by spheri cal and spheroid al trigonometry, calculus, and least squares in
abundan ce, with the accompanying shades of "single second" and micrometer transits, heliographs, long-distance signals, "sixty-mile sights, ''
and operations in high places. We are too often liable to look upon such
as the business of a few governm ent officials, who are the soul of mystery
itself, and who take no thought for the common order of things. In all
this we fo rget that similar operations, invnlving similar practices on a
reduced scale, are quite frequently carried on by private and public corporations for widely different objects from those which we usually attribute
to such surveys.
Very few graduates (and the writer speaks from personal
knowledge), when they leave college, have any idea of being for some
years to come engaged in field operations on such a large scale as is required in a triangulation of even an ordinary kind. It was with such beliefs,
at any rate, that three graduates of '92 (of which the writer was one) left
their alma mater. It was with such beliefs still lingering that they were
suddenly called on to execute a triangulatiop survey, on a small scale, for
a tunnel at Niagara Falls.
To make a short explanation, this tunnel, as designed, was to be
used as a trunk sewer to dispose of the sewage of a district of the city of
Niagara Falls, N.Y., situated near the river, about a mile above the Falls.
Fig. 7· The original intention was to sewer this district into the "Niagara
Falls Water Power Company's" tunnel (at present under construction) by
means of a vertical or inclined shaft from the surface. This scheme being
abandoned for certain reasons, the city decided to have a trunk sewer
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built from a point near Port Day, and continuing through the city to empty
into the gorge helow the Falls, near the new Suspension Bridge.
It was finally decided to build a tunnel through the rock of a size of
8' x 8', and at a mean depth below the surface of about sixty feet. As this
tunnel would be a mile long and pass under the heart of the city, a triangulation survey for it must needs be made, of a sufficiently accurate character as to enable the centre lines to be located and produced from each
of the three shafts.
In a paper of this kind, it is not intended to describe in detail this
proposed tunnel; the preliminary survey being the object.
A few points,
be
introduced,
so
as
to
convey
a
general
idea
of the nature
however, must
of the work.
The tunnel, as proposed, was to pass under Erie Street, and parallel
thereto, and continue in a straight line till it emerged at the cliff in the
gorge.
There are three shafts, and it is from these, together with the
opening at the "portal" in the gorge, that the centre line is to be run. The
running of these lines is, of course, the most delicate operation in all the
surveys, and must be exceedingly accurate.
There are two ways for dangerous errors to creep in: first, in the original survey, £.e., in laying down
the centre line of the tunnel on the surface, by getting the points in the
several shafts in line ; and, second, having the shafts sunk, and the tunnel
under construction, the running of the centre line by means of plumb bobs
in the shafts, etc.
Now, to particularize. This paper is to deal with the survey above
ground, or the triangulation necessary to place the lines on the surface.
The first thing to be done was, naturally, a general reconnaissance of
the "ground."
This meant about three days "knocking about " the city
and suburbs, and thinking out the ways and means, the location of survey
This proceeding is somewhat
stations, and of an economical base line.
harder than would be supposed, as so many contingencies and obstacles
are met with. I will not enter into an account of the trials and tribulations
we encountered and overcame at this juncture of the work; suffice it to say
that' we had read a number of angles, and discarded them before we finally
decided upon the arrangement of the present survey.
In this
As for the base line, it must receive considerable attention.
survey we had two base lines-No. I being situated on high level ground
on the Canadian side of the river, and No . 2 on a very convenient stretch
of level meadow land, in the present eastern suburbs (cut up into city lots,
and selling at $3o per front foot). We made No. 2 our primary base, and
used No. I to check on. Each line was about r ,47 5 feet long. No. r ran
over very gentle undulations of grass land, having a total fall of about six
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feet. The line was run out with a transit and stakes 2"x 2"x r8" (oak) were
-driven in convenient places, in depressions or summits on the line ; the
distances between these stakes ranging from 30 to 99 feet, so that they
could be measured, with a hundred-foot tape. Each stake was dnven very
·solidly to within an inch of the surface, and had a copper tack with a welldefined heacl driven in it on top. The end stakes consisted of large oak
stakes driven well down, and firmly supported by smaller ones; the copper
tack in these having a cross cut in the 11ead. All the stakes being driven
(2r in case of base No. r), levels were taken on each. Then commenced
the actual chainage. The tape used was a hundred foot aluminium, tested
and compared before using ; it was graduated only in feet. In conjunction
with this was used a small steel tape reading to tenths, hundreths, and thouA
·sandths. At each measurement of the line the temperature was read.
·scale was attached to the tape and every reading was taken with a pull of
·sixteen pounds, for which we had the catenary correction to apply. In taking
the first reading, i.e., from stake o to stake 1, the distance was measured
between the centre or cross in the tack in stake o and the south edge
-of the tack in No. 1 ; and the next was between the south edge of tack
in No. r and that of No. 2, and so on, ending at the centre of the tack in
the end station.
In this way, ten measurements of the whole line were
taken. Two men held the tape; one having the scale; while a third did
.the reading and took the notes.
In the office the ten readings for each short distance were first
-averaged; - next, each average distance was corrected and reduced for temperature correction to the standard of 20° Centigrade, the correction being
·oor3 feet per 1° C. per roo feet, which is for steel-aluminium being considered the same. Then, again, each distance, where it was necessary
according to the field notes, was treated to the catenary correction for a
pull of sixteen pounds.
All the corrections being applied, the result was
{in the case of base No. r) a set of twenty distances, comprising the whole
1ine. These dist::tnces were in themselves the hypothenuses of the respective vertical right-angled triangles, of which the differences in elevation
between ihe stations formed the perpendiculars. By solving these triangles,
the horizontal distances between each two tacks were obtained, and hence
the whole base line. The measurement of No. 2 base line was e sentially
the same as that for No. r, except that we made an improvemP.nt by driving the stakes at distances apart of between 99 and too feet, so that every
distance read 99 feet and a fraction, thus shortening the work.
Now, to turn our attention to the reading of the angles at the respective stations. We had, of course, four base-line stations. Two stations,
very centrally situated and on elevated points, formed our principal
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places of operation.
One of these, station C, was m the belfry of a.
large city school-a stone building with a heavy tower-and the other,
station D, was on the top of a large bri ck chimney of a prominent business
block. Stations H and F were so located as to be on a line parallel to the
proposed tunnel.
Station E was located at a convenient point near the
intersection of Erie and Buffalo Streets, and as nearl y in the line of H F
as could be judged rough ly-being unable to sight between them. These
last three stations consisted of 18" oak stakes, driven to abo ut 6" below
the surface of the grou nd, and well supported by other stakes.
These
were then covered by a Rat stone, macada m, and earth, so as not to be disStation G was
turbed, but as to be easily accessible to "set up" over.
the extreme top of the cross on the R. C. Church spire, and was used as a
reference point onl y. This point was sufficient ly stable to be relied on at
any time, except in high ~vind.
Station T was located on the verge of
the cliff at the river, and cons isted of a cross cut in the stone masonry of
the foun dation of a gas tank at th e gas works. Station M was a poi nt in
the gable of a stone residence on th e Canadian bank, and was used only
as a reference point.
From Station A could be seen C and D.
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B, D, T, G, F, E,

Y,Z, M.
A, M, C,G, H .
F, D, and G:
C, G, and H.
M and C.
C, G, Y, Z.

C, E, G, Z.

Y, C, E.
The above table, with the accompanying "angle sheet, " will serve to
show what angles were read . (See table, Angle and Distance Sheet, pages.
27 and 28.)
. The details of the survey will now be described. The precise station
con'· isted (as before stated) of either a copper tack (aLout ,78" head), or a
The sight boards we used were rather an exch iselled cross in stone.
periment, and a new id ea in this kind of work. They consisted of Yz" pine
boards, 6' long and 8" wide. They were painted red and white, in blocks
of 21 " x 4" alternatel y, with a dividing line down the centre.
At the top
was a hook from whi ch hung a plumb line and bob, intended when plumbed
to cover the centre line. The I oards were placed and plumbed directly over
the tacks, and guyed firmly in place by a set of three stout wires. Con-
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derable pains were taken to get this board perfectly plumb, and keep it so.
It being known to the signal man just what angles were to be read by the
instrument during the day's work, he attended to the signal hoards under
his charge by keeping them plumb and squarely facing the line of sight.
Only where a number of angles were to be read from one station were
more than two signal men needed. The instrument party consisted of two
men ; these, together with the accompanying signal men, constituted the
survey party.
Each man on the party was provided with a strong field
glass, and a code of telegraphic signals (with white flags) was arranged for
long-distance signalling.
The instrument used was a 7" transit by a well-known American firm.
The instrument had a power of twenty-four diameters, and was provided
\Vith all the latest improvements, including shifting centre.
The graduations were on silver, and read to twenty seconds. It was supplied with a
very steady extension tripod.
The instrument was examined for adju5tment very frequently, principally for the horizontal axis and levels.
Now, as to reading angles. Several methods were used and experi·
men ted on.
( r) A repetition of ten readings-that is, (for the benefit
of the junior years) reading the same angle continuously, accumulating the
number of degrees. Thus an angle of, say, 6o 0 read ten times would read
6oo 0 , or the Vernier reading would he 24o 0 (6ooo- 360°=240°). In this way,
by taking the average from the final reading, the angle is determined (all
things being equal) to two seconds. (2) By" four sets of five readings"
-that is, four sets of five repetition read ings-each set commencing at different points in the circle; thus: (a) at 0°j (b) at r8oo; (c) at 90°; (d) at
270°. (3) A repetition of twenty to tJtirty readings. This was the method
finally adopted. It proved to be of the greatest accuracy, and involved fewer
instrumental errors. By this method each angle could be read to one
second, or even half a second. In reading the angles, of course the first
reading would not be expected to give the angle any closer than ten
seconds (though the Vernier really read to twenty seconds). The fifth reading should give it to two or three seconds; while the tenth should determine it defmitely to two seconds; and, lastly, the twentieth to one second.
The usual criterion for the successful reading of an angle was the relation
between the results of the tenth and twentieth readings. If the angles as
determined by each differed by more than 1.5 seconds, the previous results
were thrown out, and the angle read again hy twenty more readings.
If, during a set of observations, the instrument was known to have
received a shock or jar from any cause, the whole was undamped and the
readings commenced again.
If, also, it was found that the wind affected
the instrument to any great extent, the operations were suspended.
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The modus operandi of readin g an a ngle is as foll o ws :
(r) Set up.
( 2) Set plates as accurately as p ossible a t o 0 , cla mping upper plate.
This is checked and corroborated by the assistant instrument man.
(3) Receive "all right " signals from sta tion s be twee n which ang ie is
being read .
(4) Set telescope on the signal of tha t station whi ch is to the left of
the a ngle read, "s plit " it with th e cross wires, and clamp the lower pla te.
In "setting " on the s ignal, th e ta ngent sc rew is used in s uch a way th at th e
cross wires will adva nce from left to right on th e signal ; th a t is, th e motion
o f the pla te is alwa ys positive in the di rec tion of th e ha nd s e f a clock.
This was the case in o ur instrument, as in this way th e tangent scre w is
turned again st the s pring.
If the tangent screw were pl aced the opposite
way, the motion would be fro m right to left.
Thi s is th e directio n in
which th e plates a re usually graduated. If, in "setting," the wires pass beyo nd the signal, bring th e m b ac k past the ce nt re, a nd the n move th e m up
in th e proper way.
(S) Un cla mp th e upper plate, a nd, mo ving it from left to right, set
t he telesco pe on the second sig nal, ad vancing in the prope r way.
Then
clamp th e upper pla te and read th e angle.
(6) Un chmp th ~ lowe r plate, a n J move the zvh?/e aro und (left to
rig ht) until again at th e first sig nal, on whi ch set th e wires as before, a nd
.again clamp lo wer pla te.
(7) Un clarnp upper plate a nd sig ht again o n th e second signal ; and
"SO o n, in this way-always m1king every move ment from left to right.
In this way the first, fifth , tenth, and t wentieth readings are read and
recorded in degrees, minutes, and second s: whilst th e interm ediate so-called
« reading>" a re not recorded.
Most of our readings were taken with only o ne Vernier, as any index
-error d oes not e nte r. One man alwa ys conducted the observations on one
a ngle, a nd in this way obvi~ted the correction for personal e rror.
The
<>ther man k ~ pt notes and check ed all the Ve rnie r rea din gs. In this way
e rror5 in reading or sighting ·were qui ckl y d etected .
After considerable practice, it was fo und that, all being favorable, m~
.angle of twenty repetitions cou ld h e read in from twenty to thirt y minutes
o f time.
I n the tria ngulation in hand, there were only five triangles in which it
was possi ble to read with the instrument the three angles.
Of the rest,
with t he exception of two, only two angles were read . This fact made the
s uccess of the sur ve y much less possibl e, as in such cases there was no
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way to check on the readings. Where three angles were read , the e rror of
closure to 180° was limited to five seconds, and was apportion ed to each
angle, as will be seen on the accompanying angle sheet.
In a large triangulation thi s apportioning would have been arrived at by least squares, but
in this case the e rrors were apportioned directl y.
It very often happened
that such angles as were already corrected in this way would be included
in some other triangle, and would also require a correction as regards the
second triangle, in which case it was q uite difficul t to arrive at a res ult.
The calculation of th e sides of th e triangle of the triangulation was no
small task.
\Ve found in this that system was everything, and also "the
mure hurry, the less speed. " Having determined the exact length of th e
base lin es on the horizon tal, and having the final a nd accepted reading of
every a ngle, we set to work . Four men were employed-two on each side
of the table. One set started and solved a triangle on the base line; one
man doing the work, and the other giving logarithms. This triangle being
solved, the data used was handed across the table; a nd the other set of
computers traced the data back to its source, an d thu s checked it. They
then solved th_e given triangle any way they pleased, and compared their
result with that of the first set.
If the results differed by more than twoor three thousandths of a foot, it generally showed that "some one had
blundered, " and there was forthwith a general overhauling of figures.
In this overhauling one man from each set interchanged places, and the
two sets then went over the work a fresh . The method of giving logarithms
was as follows : The computer wanting the logarithmic sine of an angle
wrote the angle down on a blank slip of paper prov ided for the purpose,
and at the upper left-hand corner wrote his initials, while in the upper
right-hand corner he designated th e name of the angle.
This sli p was
handed to his assistant, who wrestled with a ponderous book of tables,
found the necessary logarithm, and placed the result beneath the angle
designated, t'o gether with the accompanying work .
He then signed his.
initials in the lower left-h a nd corner, and passed back the slip to the computer. In this way there was no confusion by talking; the result was on.
paper, and an absolute check was obta ined on the computers.
All the
logarithm slips were preserved and fil ed away for future reference.
By the above means, a ll the trianglf's were co mputed and checked,
with the result as shown on th e angle sheet. Wh erever it was possible, the
Sine A
Sine B
triangles were solved by the ordinary formula :
a
b
I describe this method of computation so minutely because it may b e
valuable to some of our members as a simple and correct way, and one
which we found to give entire satisfaction.
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In computing we commenced at base No. 2, and proceede·d toward
No. 1, int ending, of course, to get a result for the length of the latter whi ch
we could compare with our measured length.
It may be interesting to
know that the discrepancy or the error of closure in this way was ·59 of an
£nch~ which was considered a very satisfactory result.
- This result of the calculations warranted our accepting the computed
triangulation as sufficiently correct to proceed with the secondary surveys.
The latitudes and departures of all the stations were then computed,
assuming a line through E parallel to F H as the meridian and centre line
of the proposed tunnel.
Each of the shaft centres was then located by means of a secondary
survey, simple in itself, but necessaril y as ar.curate as the triangulation
itself.
The surveys and works were under the direction of the city engineer,
E. Z. Burns, E.M. ('87 Columbia, New York).
NIAGARA FALLS ,

N.Y., January

201h, 1892.

TUNNEL AT NIAGARA
F or Development of Power.

By

J.

H. Goo owrx, Grad. S.P.S.

MR. PRESIDENT AND GENTLEMEN,- In the prcceedings of one or two
of the meetings of the Engineering Society last year, seve ral suggestions
were made relative to the preparation of papers which would be of
greater interest to those in the first-year courses. It was often stated, and
stated undoubtedly with justice, that the wants of the first-year students
were, to a great extent, overlooked ; and that if more papers were read and
discuss ions started bearing more directly on sul>jects which were not so
full of abstruse mathematics and complicated engineerin g problems, the
attendance and interest of this very important part of our members would
be g rf'_a.tly enhanced.
The want of such was greatly felt by the writer in his first year, and
it may also be said, in part, of his second year; and with this principally in
. view, the prese nt paper is constructed.
In order to at once comprehend the situation, it would be well to first
give a ge neral geograph ical location of the work under consideration. This
tunnel is driven in from the cliff which forms the ea'st bank of the Niagara
River below the "Falls," and below the new International Suspension
Bridge which spans the river between the part of the present city of Niagara Falls, formerly known as the village of Tiagara Falls, and iagara Falls
South, on th e Canadian side. The course of the river a mile above the
Falls is about at right angles to its course after its plunge into the narrow
gorge below.
The main line of the tunnel is about at right angles to this latter
course, which evidently will make it about parallel to the first cou rse. The
supplying of water for power in use in the mills alo ng this bank was
brought about in this way. A canal was excavated about 75 or 8o feet
wide, leading from a point about three-quarters of a mile above the Falls
to a basin about 350 feet from th e cliff at the tunnel (Fig. 8). This basin,
though excavated some years ago, was deepened in order to make of ~er
vice every available inch of water entering the canal. The sill on whi ch
rests the rack at the intake was also lowered for a similar purpose. This
reservoir, as it may be called, is walled up with masonry. In the " river-
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s ide " walls are pl aced racks and ga tes, admitting wat er to the several
flumes of manufactu rers which get their supply through the canal. In this
particular case the water passes throu gh the rack and gate, down a vertical
shaft into the tunnel, and th e n into the wh eel-pit, passing out from below
into the river. Hence the tunnel ac· s as a sort of conduit, conveying wat er
to the wh eel.
SKETCH
L IN£

AND

LOCATI ON OF" TUNNE L .

- - - - MERI D IAN AND LINE OF T UNNEL.

-

- -

- - SuRFACE .SURVEY

Fig. 8.
The rack at the intake is made of flat bars of iron ~ " x 3_Yz ", placed
r .Yz" apart, being kept apart by sleeves over long bolts or rods, which pass
through at about four or five feet apart. These are all fastened to " I " beams,
the end s of which are set in masonry on each side of the intake.
The whole has an inclination of three feet in twelve. This serves the
purpose o f collecting all sorts of grass, weeds, and sticks, of which there
seems to be qui te a quantity.
Before the tunnel was constructed, the water was conveyed to the
wh eel-pit by the ord inary flume, in which were placed tw o gates-one being
near the intake, a short distance behind the ra ck, and the other in front of
the rack, which is placed near the wheel-pit. Thus, with this double set
of rack and gate, very little floating d ebris was allowed to enter th e pit,
endangering the wheel.
In order to increase the power and to make way for foundati ons for
an extension of the mill, it was proposed to abandon the old flum e and drive .
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a tunnel through to a point under the intake, a few feet behind the rack at
the basin. This was to connect with the intake by a vertical shaft, which
is covered by a horizontal gate hinged on to a heavy oak frame around the
edges of the shaft.
Now, since the wheel-pit to which access was to be made is situated
under the mill, at the edge of the cliff, a small or rather short cross-tunnel
was made, leading from the main artery to the wheel-pit. Near the portal
and in the main tunnel is placed a gate regulating the supply to the pit.
A gate is also placed at the entrance of the cross-tunnel to the wheel-pit.
This will be under immediate control of workmen in the mill. The vertical gates in the old flume were raised by a simple gearing with a crank, a nd
are let into the walls of masonry at the sides.
In the case of the horizontal gate, the means of raising and lowe ring
are altogether different. Its construction is simple, consisting of a heavy
oak frame built of required size, and laid resting on the sides of lhe
vertical shaft alluded to, the centre of the frame in the same centre as t he
shaft. To this frame is hinged a strong trap-gate, which is kept shut by the
head of water above it. It is opened by a chain which passes aroun d a
drum of a simple hoisting apparatus, the other end of the chain being
attached to the free end of the trap.
This constitutes the description of the general features and use of the
work. The method of laying out the lines and the construction prope r
will next deserve consideration.
As the cliff near the point at which it was desired to start the opening
was about perpendicular, a ledge was made by removing a V-shaped mas
out of the face of the rock, from the surface of he ground to the desired
level of the floor at the portal of the tunnel.
After this was done, it was necessary to construct a sort of staging or
floor over it, on which to place a windlass to handle the material s a nd
implements used below. This consisted simply of beams let into the rock
at both sides. This staging was about ten or twelve feet below the surface
of the grou"nd, but was readily accessible from it. These beams were made
use of from which to suspend two wires, the line of these wires being the
direction of the first part of the tunnel. Attached to the wires were weights,
which swung in vessels of water, in order to prevent undue swaying. T he
centres of the nail-heads over which these weights were swung are the
points marked P' and Q.' A station "C" was established near the
cliff, and at a point from which P' and Q' could be seen. As previously mentioned, these stations were ten or twelve feet below the level of
the ground on which "C" was located. It, therefore, became necessary to
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use a more conve nient and accurate method than ordinary of arriving at
the horizontal distances between "C" and P' and "C" and Q.' This was
<lone by setting the transit at station "C," and sighting to the centres of
the nails at P' and Q' in turn; then reading the angles made with the horizontal, and stretching the tape from the centre of the telescope to th e
points in question . Thus the measured distances form the hypothenuses of
right-angled triangles, and the angles read the remaining necessary data to
~;olve th e triangles, one side of each being the horizontal distance between
points.
It will be seen from the foregoing description that the points P' and
Q' form connecting links between the surface and underground stations.
Naturally following upon this is the description of the surface survey.
In order to aid in understanding this, it will he well to give the limits and
position of the property lines. Since these lines only extended about fifteen
feet from the building marked "X" in the drawing, it necessarily limited the
line of tunnel to within this strip. The dotted line represents the property
limit over which no part of tunnel was to extend. As the foundations had,
as far as possible, to be avoided, this again limited the bounds to a stnp
about eleven feet wide along the building "Y." It was, however, impossible to avoid the foundat:ons of the wing or'this building, but the depth of
excavation here precluded all probability of danger.
It was from the position of these buildings and lot line~ that the line
of tu nnel was derived. Since the object was to connect with the intake at
the basin, the direction was easily obtained.
Stations "F" and "G " were established on a line approximately midway between the line of building "X" and the lot line. Stati ons "D ''and
"B " were taken on a line about parallel to building "Z."
Station " A,. was a point in the mill floor in the building "Y," which
c ould be observed from "B " and " C" through doorways. The horizontal distan ces to this point were similarly measured as from "C " to P ' and
Q', as this floor was ten or twelve feet higher than "B" and "C." Station
"E ., ·is a point in the same floor, directly over the centre of the wheel-pit,
i .e., as far as the centre could be gotten at- th e sides of the pit being very
irregular.
These points established, the horizontal angl es between them were then
read, and the horizontal distances either calculated as described, or directly
measured.
These points being thus fixed with reference to each other, the next
thing to be considered is to connect the surface and underground points.
First of all, the line of tunnel proper bisects the strip of property referred
t o between building "Y" and the lot line: The position of station "8" with
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reference to these buildings and lines being kJiown, it is evident that it can
readily be found how far station" B" is from this line of tunn el. Using a
point directly opposite "B" on the line of tunnel, or meridian line, as it
shall be called, for a reference point, or the point from which to measure
latitudes and departures, a method is thus obtain ed to a nswer the req uirements. Calling towards th e basin positive, and the opposite way negative;
and to the ri gh t positive, and to the left negative ; station "B " has about
8 feet departure, and o feet latitude. The angle that "B D " makes
with this meridian line is easi ly found by knowing the positions of th ese
various lines at the ends of the buildings (these buildings and lines bei ng
divergent).
Knowing this angle and the angle that the line "B C '' makes with
"B D," it is easily seen that the angle th at " B C" makes with the
meridian can be found. Thus, knowing the distance "B C, " and the
inclinati on to the meridian, this distance, multiplied by the sine of the
angle of inclination, gives the departure,· i. e., the number of feet to th e
right or left of the meridian. This same distance into the cosine of the
angle gives the latil~tde,· i.e., the number of feet forward or ba ck from the
reference point. This, of course, gives the position of "C" with reference
to "B." From the sketch it will be seen that the ueparture of" B," together
with the departure of "C " from "B," gives the total departure of "C"
from the meridian. The latitude of" B" (which here is o), together with
the latitnde of "C" with reference to " B, " will give the total latitud e of
"C" from the s~arting point of o latitude and o departure. (See table. )
Thus, in brief, is the method of" Latitudes and Departures," as applied to
the location of points. This description will probably be, to a great exten t,
superfluous ; but it is repeated that it may freshen the memories of those
to whom it once was familiar, and to aid those to whom it is not quite so
clea r.
If, now, the position of "B " is clearly understood, it can be readily
seen how successive points can thus be fixed, and, after tabulating them in
the order obtained, the exact location of any one point with referen ce to
any other point can be at once determined. In this way the method of
surface survey was carri ed out.
To locate a nd con nect with these points, th ose in the tunnel constitutes the underground survey.
Slight referen ce was made to the hanging of
stations P' and Q'. Fine wire was used in the
taken to suspend directly over the points to whi ch
with "C" a nd "B." Since the stations P' and

plumb-lines from the
hanging, care being
connection was made
Q' were only about
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four and a half feet apart, a slight deviati on here would throw the whole
line oftunnel out ; hence, at these points, it required more than ordinary
care.
Now, from tbeline g iven uy these two p lumb-lines the first thirty or
forty feet of the excavation wa s made; but here the question might be
raised as to where th e point of turn·off to the main line was to be, and
also bow the exact distance was obta ined.
However, by referen ce to our tabul ated " Latitudes and Departures,"
we obtr.in th e position 0f P' and Q', or "P" and " Q" (as they are
term ed on the ledge of rock about thirty-three feet directly beneath). From
this, the angle that "P Q " makes with the meridian can at once be ca lculated ; for the difference between th eir departures, divided by the difference between their latitudes, will give the natural tangent of th e angle made
with meridian. Having thus outain ed th e angle, it is next necessary to
know how far to proceed before the turn is made. L ookin g into the table
of" Latitudes and Departures " for the total departure of "Q," and multiplying this by the cosecant of the angle just obtained, we get the required
distan ce from "Q" to the point of deflecti on. This point was called station
3, the stations underground being num uered instead of lettered, to distinguish from points in the surface survey.
After this distance was driven, a station was established exactly at the
point 3·
The transit was set here and sighted ba ck to "P " and "Q,"
which of course should be in line; then reversed, and the calculated angle
turned off. This gives the main line of tunn el, and the instrument is now
in the meridian.
The method of establishing these underground stations is somewhat
different from that in the ordinary surface survey. In this the stations are
located in the roof, instead of floor. To establish a station, suppose, for
insta:-~ce, the instrument is still set at station 3, and we wish to locate station
4, farther along the tunnel ; the distance is first measured off, and an
approximate point located at which to drill a !-!ole three or four in ches in
depth.
In this hole is inserted a plug of wood, which is driven up flush
with the roof. On this is established the exact point; the line being given
by the instrument, and the distance by the measurement. At this point a
nail with an eye on the head is driven so that the centre of the eyehole is
on line, and also at the required distance.
In order to "set up" under a station, the plumb bob of the instru·
ment is suspended from this nail, and the instrument is shifted till the
point of the plumb bob is directly over the intersection of the axes of
the instrument, which point is exactly under a small drilled hole on the top
of telescope, when the telescope is truly horizontal.
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Columns of "Total Latitude and Departure" give the location of the points to which reference is made.
N OTE.- Station 11 H '' was not established except by calculat ion.
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